
Q U A R T E R D E C K  

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER IS PART OF 
OUR HERITAGE 
I N  THE SPRING OF 1861 Matthew Fontaine Maury, whom many of  us know as "The 

Pathfinder of the Seas" and the first Oceanographer of the U.S. Navy, had something of 

a change of heart and, perhaps as a reflection of the rebel spirit of many oceanogra- 

phers, aligned himself with the fledgling Navy of the Confederate States of America. 

In his new commission, Captain Maury served as the Father of the Modern Torpedo, 

since his charge (pun intended) as an officer of the secessionist Navy was to design 

and build a new type of underwater weaponry, the descendants of which we now call 

mines. Maury's  educational background and his advances in ocean science gave him 

the skills to exploit the marine environment in what, arguably, was not a particularly 

constructive venue. Nevertheless, he recognized that the only way he could achieve his 

technological and scientific goals was through the transfer of technologies from other 

fields. His earliest mine designs were mechanical in nature and were highly unreliable. 

Maury acknowledged that the relatively young science of electricity might provide him 

with advanced capabilities for underwater applications. His insight proved excellent. 

He dispatched his agents to New York to obtain that very rare and extremely modern 

technological component that he needed: insulated wire. Were it not for the fact that 

his agents were caught and sentenced for espionage, Maury may well have made the 

breakthrough early in the Civil War to send the South on to victory. Arguably,  

Matthew Fontaine Maury's efforts in the 1860's were not of a truly oceanographic na- 

ture, but they clearly embodied the spirit of technology transfer that is still central to 

basic research in oceanography. 

Advancements in biomedicine, solid state physics, and telecommunications, just to 

name a few, are occurring at an unprecedented pace. This, coupled with the nature of 

the oceans as a dynamic, conducting, variably transparent (optically and acoustically), 

nutrient rich medium, suggests that studies of the marine environment lend themselves 

well to transfer of technology. This special focus issue of Oceanography is a collection 

of papers exemplifying the breadth of technology transfer into the study of the organ- 

isms and processes that define the ocean and the marine atmosphere. 

Interestingly, as disparate as such topics as molecular biological oceanography and 

remotely piloted vehicles might seem, there are some common themes to the papers 

contained herein. It is evident that the transfer of technology into ocean sciences is 

aimed at such central issues as increased data density, improved real-time remote sens- 

ing capability, and "truer" synopticity. Fiber-optic probes allow for higher spatial reso- 

lution and faster data throughout; mammal-borne satellite tracking tags show us biolog- 

ical populations on time and space scales previously unattainable; networks of  

autonomous underwater vehicles may allow us to envelop areas of the ocean, in a man- 

ner not unlike cellular telephone systems, and on it goes. 

Do these transfers of technology really improve the science? Well, the answer lies in 

the results which are just coming to the tore. More importantly, by embodying the phi- 

losophy of technology transfer, we invoke a ceratin "hybrid vigor" into the ocean sci- 

ences, an approach which is, as all biologists know, vital to the preservation of the 

community. 

- -Richard W. Spinrad, 

Office of Naval Research 

Special Issue Guest Editor 
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